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Mormon Bibliography 1994

Ellen M. Copley

INTRODUCTION

The Mormon Bibliography for 1994 is a selective bibliography of publications about Mormons and Mormonism. This bibliography concentrates on aspects of the Utah-based Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. No attempt has been made to include articles pertaining to other branches of the Mormon community, including the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Articles are included about related organizations only when they also touch upon the history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Although every attempt has been made to include all aspects of Mormonism, we have purposely excluded some types of items. For instance, articles published in the official magazines of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which are well indexed by the Church itself, and newspaper articles are not listed here. However, the individual poems, short stories, and other such works from these official magazines have been retained and are listed in the arts and literature section of the bibliography. The arts and literature section also includes every item of this kind which was written by a Mormon author. The other sections (and the critical essays in the arts and literature section) include only articles and books written with a specific Mormon focus and theme.

As do compilers of any bibliography, of course, we constantly fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out. Readers who know of publications that should have been included in this Mormon Bibliography are asked to contact either Dennis Rowley or Scott Duvall, Department of Special Collections and Manuscripts, 4040 HBLL, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah,
84602-6835. In addition, many items published during 1994 could not be acquired before the publication deadline. We will include those publications in the 1995 Mormon Bibliography.

This bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is broadly organized into the following sections: Foreign Language Journals, Arts and Literature, Bibliography, Biography and Autobiography, Contemporary Issues, Doctrine and Scripture, History, and Inspiration.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used for Mormon-content periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapter.

Mormon-content Periodicals Analyzed Herein

**AMCAP**
*AMCAP Journal* 20 (1994). Published by the Association of Mormon Counselors and Psychotherapists, Salt Lake City.

**BH**
*Beehive History* 20 (1994). Published annually by the Utah State Historical Society. This issue on Utah's constitution.

**BYM**
*Brigham Young Magazine* 48 (1994). Published quarterly by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Continues *BYU Today*. Includes feature articles, news items, and columns.

**BYU Studies**
*BYU Studies* 34 (1994–95). Published quarterly by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Issue 2 is a monograph titled *Hearts Turned to the Fathers*. Issue 3 is a bibliography.

**CC**
*Chronicles of Courage* 5 (1994). Published annually by Daughters of Utah Pioneers, Salt Lake City.

**Dialogue**

**Digest**

**Ensign**
*Ensign* 24 (1994). Published monthly by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Only poetry is included; for articles in this and other Church publications, consult the yearly indexes published by the Church or the index in the December issue.
**Exponent**  *Exponent II* 18, nos. 2–4 (1994). Published quarterly by Exponent II, Inc., Arlington, Massachusetts. No official connection with the LDS Church.

**Insight**  *Insight* 9, nos. 2–3, and 10, no. 1 (1994). A forum for non-fiction writing, published once each semester by the Brigham Young University Honors Program, Provo, Utah.


**JBOMS**  *Journal of Book of Mormon Studies* 3 (1994). Published semiannually by the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS), Provo, Utah.


**JMH**  *Journal of Mormon History* 20 (1994). Published semiannually by the Mormon History Association, Provo, Utah.


**L&B**  *Literature and Belief* 13 (1993). Published annually by the Brigham Young University College of Humanities, Provo, Utah.


**Nauvoo**  *Nauvoo Journal* 6 (1994). Published semiannually by the Early Mormon Research Institute, Hyrum, Utah.

**New Era**  *New Era* 24 (1994). Published monthly by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City. Official publication for youth. Only poetry and short stories are included; for articles, consult the yearly indexes published by the Church or the index in the December issue.

**ND**  *New Direction*, nos. 6–8 (1994). Published irregularly by A New Direction, Los Angeles. “A magazine for gay and lesbian Mormons, their families and friends, and others who ‘would like to know more’ about homosexuality.”
NP


Sunstone


This People

This People 15 (1994). Published quarterly by Utah Alliance, Salt Lake City. Contains feature articles and columns exploring LDS issues and personalities.

UHQ

Utah Historical Quarterly 62 (1994). Published quarterly by the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City.

Witness


Women


WRI


In addition, there are several Mormon-content periodicals which are not indexed herein, including electronic journals and forums. For a bibliography of these organizations, periodicals, and electronic journals and forums, please consult Bryan Waterman’s “A Guide to the Mormon Universe: Mormon Organizations and Periodicals,” Sunstone 17 (December 1994): 44–65.

Anthologies Analyzed by Chapter

Allegory

Ricks, Steven D., and John W. Welch, eds. The Allegory of the Olive Tree: The Olive, the Bible, and Jacob 5. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book; Provo, Utah: FARMS, 1994.

AML Annual


Apostle


Christmas


Families  Families: *Addresses on Strengthening Families by General Authorities and General Officers of the Auxiliaries of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints*. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994. [Most articles are reprints from the *Ensign* and are not analyzed herein]


Serving

Temples

Truth

Turning

Watch

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PERIODICALS
The Church publishes the International Magazine in various languages. Contact (801) 240-5275 or Church Magazines/Church News, P.O. Box 26368, Salt Lake City, UT 84126-0368 for subscription information.

Non-English periodicals are published for the Mormon community by entities other than The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. If you publish or know of others who publish non-English periodicals not listed herein, please contact Dennis Rowley at 4040 HBLL, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602-6835.

Bertrachtungen (Reflections), c/o H. Weissmann, 64 Rue Albert Joly, 78000 Versailles, France; or c/o Hartmut Weissmann, Gärtnerplatz 10, 61130 Nidderau-Ostheim. A European LDS journal printed in English, French, and German beginning in January 1993.


ARTS AND LITERATURE
Novels, children's books, short stories, plays, poetry, critical essays, personal essays, music, and articles about the arts written by or about Mormons. If you are an LDS literary author and your works
are not found herein, please contact Dennis Rowley at the address above so that he may obtain your works.

Art

“‘Imagination Is a Place’: Interview with Cover Artist Leonard Parkin.” *Leading Edge*, no. 28 (February 1994): 42-54.

Children’s Books

Hughes, Dean. *Lucky Comes Home*. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994. [Conclusion to the Lucky Ladd series]

Critical Essays

Barnes, Jacqueline C. "Sacrifice to the Proper Gods." In AML Annual, 1:78-83.


——. "Virginia Sorensen as the Founding Foremother of the Mormon Personal Essay." In AML Annual, 1:44-50.


——. "Feminine Voices in the Works of Juanita Brooks." In AML Annual, 2:183-89.


Hogge, Robert M. "Levels of Perception in Michael Fillerup’s Visions and Other Stories." In AML Annual, 2:154-57.

Jorgensen, Bruce W. "To Tell and Hear Stories: Let the Stranger Say." In AML Annual, 1:19–33.
Kramer, Neal W. "Reading Mormon Stories: An Ethical Dilemma?" In AML Annual, 2:239–45.
Smith, Grant T. "Women Together: Kate Alexander’s Search for Self in The Evening and the Morning." In AML Annual, 1:68–77.
Smith, Nola D. "Madwomen in the Mormon Attic: A Feminist Reading of Saturday’s Warrior and Reunion." In AML Annual, 1:139–44.
Waterstradt, Jean Anne. "In Hims of Praise: The Songs of Zion." In AML Annual, 2:190–95.

Drama

Hanson, Brent L. "Coming of Age in LDS Drama: Arnold Van Gennep’s Separation, Transition, and Incorporation Applied to Saturday’s Warrior and Huebner." Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1993.

Novels


Crane, Cheri J. *Kate's Turn.* American Fork, Utah: Covenant Communications, 1994.


———. *Three Adventure Novels: One in Thine Hand, The Alliance, Leverage Point.* Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994. [Complete and unabridged texts of the original editions]


Yorgason, Blaine, and Brenton Yorgason. *The Soderberg Saga*. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994. [Complete novels: In Search of Steenie Bergman; The Bishop’s Horse Race; Brother Brigham’s Gold; Seven Days for Ruby]


**Personal Essays**


——. “Immorality and Being Morally Straight.” *ND*, no. 7:3–5, 28.


Andersen, Neil L. “Room in the Inn.” In *Christmas*, 41–43.


Bell, James P. “Suit Yourself (One Son’s Attempt to Prevent His Parents from Doing the Right Thing).” Digest, July: 36–40.
Bickmore, Lisa Orme. “This Place, This Place: The Private and the Secret, and a Place for Making.” MWF, November: 1, 8–11.
———. “Daddy, Why Don’t You Cry?” Digest, April: 66–68.
Bunnell, Steven D. “The Birth of My Values.” Digest, August: 56–59.
———. “In Praise of Older Women.” This People, spring: 14.
Cantwell, Lee G. “Waking up on the Farm.” This People, spring: 12–13.
Carmack, John K. “Our Last California Christmas.” In Christmas, 67–70.
Christensen, Joe J. “Some Christmas Thoughts.” In Christmas, 115–16.
Dellenbach, Robert K. “Gratitude from Jerusalem.” In Christmas, 111–12.
Densley, Keni. “Sweet Dreams Are Made of These.” Exponent, no. 4:3.
Green, Dean M. “I’m Not the Man I Used to Be.” Digest, February: 35-39.
Harris, John S. “Risk and Terror.” In AML Annual, 2:270-74.
Holmes, Margie G. “Firstborn.” In Covenant, 155-59.
Jordan, Sara. “We Are All Single.” Exponent, no. 4:7.
Lindsay, Richard P. “The Real Christmas.” In Christmas, 77-78.
Lipscomb, Karen McKinney. “I Am a Cancer Survivor/Hooray! So Far So Good!” Exponent, no. 4:11-12.
Malouf, Patricia. “A Child’s Heart.” Digest, January: 4-12.
Nelson, Russell M. “Christmas Thoughts of Home and of Prague.” In Christmas, 32-35.


Robertson, Don. "We Need More Gay Bishops." *ND*, no. 8:7-8, 18.


Smith, Marcus L. "Belonging to a People." *Digest*, June: 76-79.

——. "Summer’s Biggest Splash." *Digest*, August: 4-6.


Poetry

———. “Listening to Mozart’s Requiem while Crossing the San Rafael.” Dialogue, fall: 115-16.
———. “The Time Traveler Comes to Cana.” Dialogue, winter: xi-xii.
Cheney, Donna R. “Catching Light.” Sunstone, September: 64.


Helps, Louise. “As the Smoke Rises.” *Digest*, March: 68.


Hicks, Michael. “Advent.” *BYU Studies*, no. 1:42.


——. “Problems of Supremacy.” *Digest*, January: 68.


——. “First Snow.” *WRI*, 96.


——. “Naked.” *Dialogue*, winter: 77-78.

——. “Serving the Papers.” *Dialogue*, summer: 137.

Lewison, Daniel A. “His Last Garden.” *Digest*, May: 68.


——. “When My Mother Visits.” In *Covenant*, 204.


——. “Cosmic Dishtowels.” *BYU Studies*, no. 4:80.
———. “In the House of Grace.” In Covenant, 261.
———. “Mother’s Day.” Exponent, no. 3:14.
Papworth, Jim. “Peeling an Orange.” NP, December: 42.
Pulido, Elisa. “In a Black Sedan.” In Covenant, 77-78.
———. “My Hat Dance.” In Covenant, 169-70.
———. “Purged.” Sunstone, December: 70.
Smith, Cathleen. “Patchwork Heart.” Women, June: 34.
Smith, Marcus L. “The Fish Sermon.” Digest, April: 52-55.
———. “Sane Sound.” Women, February: 75.
Thayne, Emma Lou. "'A Rose Is a Rose . . . ?' or 'Remember Me?" In Cov-

ean, 211.

———. "A Valentine for Mel." In Covenant, 186.


Thompson, Robert M. "Children's Summer Field." New Era, August: 27.

———. "One Tree." New Era, August: 20.


———. "To a Good Friend." New Era, August: 22.


———. "Intensive Care." Sunstone, September: 34.


———. "Hard Words." Ensign, August: 45.

———. "Monster in My Bedroom." Women, January: 49.


Short Stories

Altizer, Mary K. "Reflections in a Minor Key." Women, February: 57-61.


Bessey, Shian Owen. "In Her Eyes." New Era, July: 40-44.

Black, Dianna. "Rebecca's Song." Women, April: 24-27.


Brown, Marilyn. “The House Away from Home.” WRL, 84-95. [Excerpt from
“Road to Covered Bridge.” Copy in Special Collections, Harold B. Lee
Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.]


Gilliam, Martin H. Greenberg, and Edward E. Kramer, 185-255. New
——. “Worthy to Be One of Us.” In Turning, 264-95.

Clyde, Mary. “Faith, Hope, and Charity.” Dialogue, summer: 227-34.

Cole, Holly Green. “Sick.” Women, February: 65-67. [Reprinted from Inscape,
no. 1 (1990): 45-49.]


——. “Time to Fly.” New Era, April: 40-44.

Dollahite, David. “Possum Funeral.” In Turning, 5-35.


Fagg, Ellen, ed. The Way We Live: Stories by Utah Women. Salt Lake City:


Helps, Louise. “Aunt Myrtle’s Hot-Fudge-Sundae Clean-Your-Plate Overweight
——. “Miss Melinda’s Anniversary.” Women, June: 36-41.
——. “Number Twenty-Seven.” Digest, July: 66-69.


Jordan, James Gladu. “Storm Jumper.” In L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers
of the Future, ed. Dave Wolverton, 204-68. Vol. 10. Los Angeles:


Kroupa, Susan J. “The Healer.” In L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the
Future, ed. Dave Wolverton, 311-44. Vol. 10. Los Angeles: Bridge Public-


Lofgran, D[ian]a. E. “Achilo.” In L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the
Future, ed. Dave Wolverton, 103-64. Vol. 10. Los Angeles: Bridge Public-
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Marler, Myrna. "Leaving the Farm." WRI, 35-53.
Montierth, Jacqueline D. "Ya Gotta Card, Elder?" Digest, August: 73-75.
———. "Revenge." Digest, April: 56-65.
Morris, Carroll. "Birthday Gift." In Turning, 68-84.
Nichols, Julie J. "Pigs When They Straddle the Air (Original Writing)." Ph.D. diss., University of Utah, 1994. [Mormon references]
Randle, Kristen D. "Tim." In Turning, 36-60.
Richardson, Boyd C. "Peace, Be Still." Digest, July: 50-54.
Schneider, Crystal. "Make Room for Me, Mate!" New Era, October: 34-37.
Thorne, James M. "Please Don't Kick the Piano." BYU Studies, no. 4:73-77.
———. "Your Own People." In Turning, 182-99.
———. "Sister Cavanaugh (but Not on Purpose)." Digest, May: 71-78.
Young, Jerry M. "Mallwalker." In Turning, 106-31.

Miscellaneous

Cannon, Ann Edwards. "Have Glue Gun, Will Travel." This People, fall: 17-18. [Humor]
Everett, Rick. *Zion's Camp*. Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1994. [Humorously captioned photographs from the fifties]


Harding, Becky Badger. “Catch the Robber.” *This People*, spring: 91-92. [Folklore]


*Presidents of the Church: Educational Coloring Book*. Orem, Utah: Grandin Book, [1994].


Smith, Marcus L. “Death by Indignation.” *Digest*, February: 71-74. [Humor]


**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Published bibliographies about Mormons and Mormonism.

Alder, Douglas D. “Writing Southern Utah History: An Appraisal and a Bibliography.” *JMH*, fall: 156-78.


Green, Arnold H. “Jews in LDS Thought.” *BYU Studies*, no. 4:137-64.


“‘We Rejoice in Christ’: A Bibliography of LDS Writings on Jesus Christ and the New Testament.” *BYU Studies* 34, no. 3. [Entire issue]

BIOGRAPHY

Published autobiographical and biographical books and sketches about Mormons. If your family's biographical sketches and books are not listed herein, please feel free to donate a copy to the Special Collections and Manuscripts Department, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602-6835.


Bell, James P. "An Apostolic Call." BYU, August: 22–25. [Jeffrey R. Holland]


Bigler, David L. "Garland Hurt, the American Friend of the Utahs." UHQ, spring: 149–70.


———. "Mary Ellen Edmunds: To Be Like a Child." Women, August: 31-44.


Cook, Lyndon W. "David Whitmer: Faithful Dissenter." This People, fall: 10-15.


"Don't Call Me Indiana." This People, spring: 66-68. [F. Richard Hauck]


“Gary L. Price: Lifting the Human Spirit.” This People, fall: 40–42.


Golding, Robyn. “Scottish Mother of Israel.” MHM, March/April: 8–11. [Mary Bell (Ross) Muir]


Jenkins, Carri P. "Barbara Day Lockhart: Professor of Physical Education." BYM, February: 19–21.
——. "Bravo! Bravo!" BYM, August: 40–43, 56–57. [Ariel Bybee]
——. "Bruce L. Christensen: Dean, College of Fine Arts and Communications." BYM, May: 19–21.
Jorgensen, Danny L. “The Old Fox: Alpheus Cutler.” In Differing, 158–79.


Lambert, Pam, and Ellin Stein. "Blood Memory: Writer Anne Perry Once Took Part in a Murder." *People* 42 (September 26, 1994): 57-60. [Perry joined the Church later]


Pace, Joseph L., and Pauline Clyde Pace. "3 Calls." JCA, fall: 22-25. [Church medical missions]


Ricketts, Norma B. “Melissa Coray: Woman Mormon Battalion Veteran.” *MHM*, July/August: 8-16.


Rieland, Randy. “Perfect Love.” *Washingtonian* 29 (August 1994): 74-77, 109-115. [“Cathy Staton was four months pregnant when she learned she had cancer. She had one goal: save the baby.”]


Rose, Judith H., and Charlton D. Rose. *Ila Jones Harvey: A Life History*. Claremont, Calif.: By the authors, 1993.


Schindehette, Susan, Toby Kahn, and Alyshia Tate. “A Hit as a Miss.” *People Weekly* 42 (August 8, 1994): 32-33. [Amy Osmond]


Smith, Le Grande Whiting. “Portrait of the Minister as a Converted Man.” *Digest*, April: 23-30. [Dong Sull Choi]


Smoot, Margaret. “First a Dream.” *BYM*, November: 3-4. [Abraham O. Smoot]


Winn, Kenneth H. “‘Such Republicanism as This’: John Corrill’s Rejection of Prophetic Rule.” In Differing, 45–75.
Winters, Charlene. “Prisoner.” BYM, May: 44–47. [James A. Bell]
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

Issues facing Mormons and the Mormon Church.


Adler, Jerry, and Daniel Glick. "No Room, No Rest." Newsweek, August 1, 1994, 46-52. [Mormons objecting that limits of six on backcountry camping parties places a hardship on families]


Ball, Terry B. "Faith and the Scientific Method in a School in Zion." In Foundations, 127-33.


Benson, Alvin K. "Teaching Scientific and Religious Truths at a School in Zion." In Foundations, 135-43.

"Benson Era Comes to a Close." Mormonism Researched (fall 1994): 4, 8.


"Bisexual Mormons Face AIDS Crisis." ND, no. 8:13.


Case, Tony. “Are Editors Missing the Boat?” *Editor and Publisher* 127 (May 21, 1994): 14–15. [“beliefs outside the Judeo-Christian mainstream—Buddhism, Mormonism, the New Age movement—routinely are overlooked”]


Cline, Vivian R. *Dating, Dining, Dancing, and Other Teen Dilemmas.* Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1994.


Cornwall, Marie. "The Institutional Role of Mormon Women." In Contemporary, 239-64.


Dimond, Amy E. "Keep This from Your Kids: All Work and No Play Strains Family Life." BYU, August: 6-7.


_____. "Remembering Sonja." Exponent, no. 3:5.


_____. "What Covenant Will God Receive in the Desert?" Sunstone, September: 26-34.


Flinders, Neil J. "Scholarship and the Latter-day Saints: Hubris or Humility?" In Foundations, 103-11.

Hancock, Ralph C. "What Is a Mormon Intellectual?" This People, fall: 21–34.
Harris, Quinton S. "Those Who Desire to Serve God Are Called." JCA, fall: 7.
Heaton, Tim B. "The Demography of Utah Mormons." In Multiply, 249–62.
Hersh, Burton. "November Song." Esquire 122 (September 1994): 127–32. [Mitt Romney]


Holmes, Gail Geo. "Doors Opening Now to Old Council Bluff(s)." *Nauvoo*, spring: 3-7.


"An Interview with John Bennion." *WRI*, 133–44.


Loveless, Cheri. "Who Put the 'Self' in Self-Esteem?" This People, fall: 45-50.


Mackelpang, Romel W. "They Shall Be One Flesh: Sexuality and Contemporary Mormonism." In Multiply, 47-66.


———. "Refuge and Retrenchment: The Mormon Quest for Identity." In Contemporary, 24-42.

Maxwell, Neal A. "Out of the Best Faculty." BYM, February: 30-33, 48.


McNamara, Mary Lou. "Secularization or Sacralization: The Change in LDS Church Policy on Blacks." In Contemporary, 310-25.

McPherson, David L. "Trust No One to Be Your Teacher: Teaching at BYU, a Sacred Trust." In Foundations, 153-58.

"Measuring Mainline Vital Signs." Christian Century 111 (December 21, 1994): 1214. [Mormons underrepresented in positions of power compared with their presence in the general population]


Nielsen, Talmage. “Like unto Leaven.” *JCA*, fall: 8-11. [Church medical missions]
Oswald, Delmont R. “A Lone Man in the Garden.” In *Multiply*, 231-38.
Parker, Todd B. “Is It Love? The Feeling You Feel, When You Feel You Are Going to Feel a Feeling You Never Felt Before.” In *Serving*, 185-95.
Paxman, Sue. “Adding Another Floor.” *Exponent*, no. 4:2.
——. “Goodbye, Helen and Joleen.” *Exponent*, no. 3:2, 5.


——. "The Outer Limits." Sunstone, February: 10-12. [Tolerance]


——. "In Defense of a Mormon Erotica." In Multiply, 239-47.


Sandberg, Karl C. "Mormonism and the Puritan Connection: The Trails of Mrs. Anne Hutchinson and Several Persistent Questions Bearing on Church Governance." Sunstone, February: 20-32.


Skinner, Andrew C. “To Be or Not to Be a ‘Renaissance Man’: Some Historical Roots Help Resolve the Dilemma.” In Foundations, 145–51.


Sowell, Thomas. “How about It, Hillary?” Forbes, January 3, 1994, 80. [“Mormons live a decade longer than other whites”]


Stott, Suzanne. “Thoughts on Impaired Fertility.” Exponent, no. 2:3.


“Take One: Book of Mormon Movie Magic.” This People, fall: 36–39.


Thompson, Jan. “Like a Rope Lowered from Heaven.” This People, summer: 12–21.


Von Harrison, Grant. *Use the Book of Mormon to Teach Reading: Handbook for Parents for Use with Children between 5 and 12 Years of Age.* Provo, Utah: By the author, 1994.


Williams, Richard N. “Where Your Heart Is, There Will Your Treasure Be Also: Intellectual Allegiance in a School in Zion.” In *Foundations*, 75-79.


Willmer, Wesley K. “Giving to Religion in the 21st Century: Boom or Bust?” *Fund Raising Management* 25 (April 1994): 44-51. [Americans are becoming more Catholic, Mormon, and unaffiliated]


——. “Why Good People See Bad Movies.” This People, spring: 30-37.


Wright, Ruth B. “Precious Children”: Responding to a Disclosure of Abuse.” In Covenant, 140-44.

Young, Lawrence A. “Confronting Turbulent Environments: Issues in the Organizational Growth and Globalization of Mormonism.” In Contemporary, 43-63.


DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

Works of a doctrinal nature, as well as works published about aspects of the Mormon scriptures.


Ball, Terry. “Isaiah’s Imagery of Plants and Planting.” In People, 17-34.

Bateman, Merrill J. “Secular Learning in a Spiritual Environment.” In Foundations, 1–8.
Birch, A. Jane. “We Have a Rich Tradition, but We Haven’t Received It: Have We Sacrificed Enough?” In Foundations, 9–14.
Bird, Randall C. “Receiving the Mind and Will of the Lord.” In Serving, 42–52.
Burton, Gideon O. “Towards a Mormon Criticism: Should We Ask ‘Is This Mormon Literature?’” In AMI Annual, 2:227–33.
Chase, Dallas. “LDS Church Takes a Stand.” ND, no. 7/6.


Dant, Doris R. “Attitudes and Beliefs Concerning Women.” In *Truth*, Ivii-lxxii.


Dayley, K. Newell. “And Also by Faith.” In *DS*, 75-84.


Gladstone, Bill. “Report from Salt Lake City, Utah.” Avotaynu 10 (spring 1994): 10–11. [Includes side article “Mormons Baptize Holocaust Victims”]
———. “Eve Heard All These Things and Was Glad’: Grace and Learning by Experience.” In Covenant, 16–33.
Hanks, Marion D. “Christ Manifested to His People.” In Temples, 3–28.
——. "Rhetoric." In Truth, xlvii-lv.
——. "Archaeology and the Setting of the Book of Mormon." This People, spring: 70-83.
——. "In Search of the Land of Nephi." This People, fall: 52-63.
——. "The Trail to Zarahemla." This People, holiday: 64-70.
Hinckley, Gordon B. "What Shall I Do Then with Jesus Which Is Called Christ?" In Christmas, 1-5.
Honey, David B. "The Secular as Sacred: The Historiography of the Title Page." JBOMS, spring: 94-103.
Hoskisson, Paul Y. "The Allegory of the Olive Tree in Jacob." In Allegory, 70-104.
Jack, Elaine L. "From Grace to Grace." In Covenant, 1-3.
Jackson, Kent P. "All Things Point to Christ." In Kings, 1-3.
——. "Authorship of the Book of Isaiah." In Kings, 80-85.
——. "The Book of Joel." In Kings, 359-64.
——. "Comfort My People (Isaiah 34-50)." In Kings, 128-45.
——. "I Will Be Your God (Ezekiel 25-36)." In Kings, 286-99.
Keller, Jeffrey E. “Gender and Spirit.” In Multiply, 171-82.
Lambert, Neal E. “And There Was . . . a New Writing: The Book of Mormon as a Never-Ending Text.” In AML Annual, 2:196-200.
Lamoreaux, Adam D. “The Work of Ezra and Nehemiah (Ezra 7-10; Nehemiah).” In Kings, 373-85.
Lane, Jennifer Clark. “Hebrew Concepts of Adoption and Redemption in the Writings of Paul.” In Apostle, 80-95.
Lane, Keith H. “After Ye Have Received so Many Witnesses: Symbolic Action in Alma 32-54.” In AML Annual, 2:201-6.
Loveless, Cheri. "Entering the Ark." This People, holiday: 32-38.
Lundquist, John M. "The Legitimizing Role of the Temple in the Origin of the State." In Temples, 179-235.
——. "Temple, Covenant, and Law in the Ancient Near East and in the Old Testament." In Temples, 272-94.
——. "What Is Reality?" In Temples, 622-35.
——. "Philosophy (Chs. 1-3, 8, 26-27, 33)." In Truth, lxxiii-xcv.
——. "The Temple and the Atonement." In Temples, 63-79.
——. "Our Heritage from Joseph of Israel." In People, 1-16.
——. "The Role of the House of Israel in the Last Days." In Watch, 63-104.
Maxwell, Neal A. "Called to Serve." In DS, 127-38.
——. "Quetzalcoatl: Mythical God or the Jesus of Mormonism?" Mormonism Researched (winter 1994): 5.
Meservy, Keith A. "God Is with Us (Isaiah 1-17)." In Kings, 86-107.
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